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3 K r-pic Maxima
$I\Phi^{r}pic$ Maxima CAS
1. Lisp












2: setwindow $($ [-3, 7], [-6, $4])$
3fl(x): $=x^{\sim}2+$ 1$
4: $f2(x);=$ -fl(x)$
5: pl: plotdata $($fl(x), $[x,$ $-3,3])$
6: $p2$ : plotdata$(f2(x), [x, -3,3])$
7: cl: circledata([0,0], 4)$
8: trpl: translatedata(rotatedata(pl, $-\backslash /lpi/4$), $2$ , -1)$
9: trp2: translatedata(rotatedata(p2, - $\backslash$ %pi/4), 2, -1)$
10: trcl: transiatedata(rotatedata(cl, $-\backslash /lpi/4$), $2$ , -1)$
11: ec: enclosing(trpl, trp2, trcl)$
enclosing enclose-view
( 2)
12: enclose-view(ec, trpl, trp2, trcl)$




14: ech: enchatchdata(ec, [2, $3]$ )
$15$ : openFile $(^{II}$fig.te$x^{t1}$ )




20: dashline(trpl, trp2, trcl)$
21: drwline $($ [ec[l]] $)$ $
22: endpicture(l)$
23: closeFileO$
2 3 ( 3)











ecs: enclosing(trpl, trp2, trcl, nesw)$
openFile ( $\uparrow \mathfrak{l}$fig. tex”)$
beginpicture (“ lcm“)$
setpen $(0$ . 5 $)$ $
dashline-all (ecs, 1.5)$
30: setpen(l)$
31: drwline(trpl, trp2, trcl, nesw)$
32: endpicture(l)$
33: closeFileO$
dashline all $($ $)$
1: daShline-all(ec-all, interval): $=$
2: block([-n-ec, $-i$ , -dir, -hd, -ptn, -tmp],
3: -n-ec: length(ec-all),
4: for $-i$ thru -n-ec do (
5: -dir: 180 / $(_{-}n_{-}ec+1)*-i$ ,
6: -hd: [hatchdata ( $||i^{1\mathfrak{l}},$ $[[ec_{-}al1[_{-}i]]]$ , -dir, interval)],
7: -ptn: 2 $*[_{-}i$ , -n-ec $+1–i]/(_{-}n_{-}ec+1)$ ,
8: -tmp: append([-hd], -ptn),
9: apply(dashline, -tmp) $)$ $)$ $
enclosing
26
26: hd: hatch-all(ecs, 1.5)$
27: openFile(figfile)$
28: beginpicture $(^{11}1$ cm $\mathfrak{l}I)$
29: drwline(hd, 0.2)$
30: drwline(trpl, trp2, trcl, nesw, 1)$
31: endpicture(l)$
32: closeFile $()$ $
hatch-all ( )
36
1: hatch-all(ec-all, interval): $=$
$2$ : block $([_{-}hd$ , -n-ec, $-i$ , -dir],
3hd: $[]$ ,
4: -n-ec: length(ec-all),
5: for $-i$ thru -n-ec do (
6: -dir: 180 / $(_{-}n_{-}ec+1)*-i$ ,
7: -hd: append $(_{-}hd$ ,
8: hatchdata $(^{11}i^{1\dagger},$ $[[ec_{-}al1[_{-}i]]],$ $-dir$ , interval) $))$ ,
9: $-hd$ $)$ $
Maxima $Iqr_{P}ic$ enclosing
4: ( )
4 Maxima $I\Phi r_{P}ic$ SAGE
Maxima $\varphi$pic
1 skeleton











system $(^{11}$ scilab $-f<Scilab$-script. sce $>^{I1}$ )$
$<Scilab-script$ . sce $>$ Scilab I r-pic
Scilab K pic $<Scilab-script$ . sce $>$









1 K r$\lfloor$ipic SAGE Scilab
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